WEDDING PROPOSAL
LILLIAN & ALFRED

Lillian and Alfred’s Wedding

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a proposal for your upcoming wedding.

It was a pleasure meeting you both and learning about how you met and what
you love about each other. You are a truly special couple I can see you are going
to have an amazing future together.

I have taken the information and requirements you provided me and distilled it
into this proposal. I believe the options I have put forward here truly capture
what you want your wedding to be.

Included in my proposal you will find multiple options for – Catering, Flowers and
Décor, Transport, Stationery, Photographers and Videographers. Each of these
options has been selected to meet your exact criteria.

Your wedding day is the most important day of your life and I’m here to make
sure everything runs smoothly. My job is to ensure that your day is everything
you ever dreamed it would be and more.

Kind Regards,

Founder & Creator
U&I Creative
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Catering & Beverages
Nothing makes a great wedding like a great selection of delicious, delectable delicacies.
In fact, perhaps the only thing more important is bottles of beautiful bubbly.
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Pre-dinner option
Whilst the bride and groom are having their wedding photographs done, guests will be
enjoying a wide variety of flavours from the tasting table. Items including on the tasting
tables will be cheeses, dips, breads, fruits, cured meats, biscuits and much more.
The costing of the tasting table has been incorporated in with the catering per head.

Signature Cocktail
The signature cocktail will be served on arrival to guest. This cocktail is a representation of
the Bride and Groom. The cocktail will be presented on tables as guest walk into the
reception area.

Wedding Cake
Wedding cake will be used as the guest dessert. The Bride and Groom will cut the cake during
the evening followed by a speech and toast. The cake will be cut evenly by the caterers and
will be distributed around the room by service waiters.
The type of cake is still to be decided, however, will be large enough to cater for 100 guests.

Alcohol
Champagne will be served throughout the night. If we calculate each guest to have 3-4
glasses of champagne. We will need to compensate for 400 glasses altogether. We will need
approximately 80 bottles. The order will 100 bottles of champagne to over calculate and not
be worried that we will run out. Discussion of the Champagne type is still to be decided.

General Beverages
Guests will have access to water, tea, coffee, soft drink and juices available.
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Wedding Catering – Option 1
The first option for the wedding evening catering will be miniature cocktail style. Miniature
version style food is currently on trend for a modern wedding. There will be cocktail waiters
serving these dishes around the room giving guests the opportunity to mingle through the
night.
With this style of catering there will be a variety of different food options with some paired
with alcohol miniature style to match. Some dishes will be served with a non alcoholic
version. This will provide the perfect opportunity for guests to have the chance to experience
and try something new and different.
This option will be $220 per person. Including the tasting table and miniature food with
cocktail waiters.
Miniature food examples are below (the menu can be adjusted to suit dietary requirements
and favourite foods):










Mini patron margaritas with taco bites
Fork one-bite camembert and jalapeno manchego and fig paired with precesco
Ahi tuna tartar gets an elegant presentation in a crisp cone, with sriracha, mango, and
lime-avocado cream
Freshly-grilled chicken yakitori, lamb, and falafel skewers are served with a variety of
dipping sauces
One bite paella with shrimp and chorizo with sips of sangria
Grilled cheese and tomato soup in a shot glass, salmon and caviar in a tasting spoon
Tandoori paneer cups served with mango lassi
Gorgonzola and rosemary cream puffs
Crispy ravioli with tomato and basil sauce in spoons
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Wedding Catering – Option 2
The second option I propose for the wedding evening catering is food stations featuring
different cultures of food. This will provide the guests to visit different food station around
the food and will make continuous conversation starters and throughout the night.
Having different food stations to represent countries around the would will provide flexibility
with dietary requirements and provide the guests with a huge variety of food to pick from.
The best way to serve this would be for small plates alongside the food station and ask
caterers to make dishes into small portioned sizes or bite sizes. We will have multiple cocktail
table around the room so if portions are larger guests can sit at these table with their
plates/bowls.
This option will be $195 per person. Including the tasting table.
Examples of the types of food stations guests can experience are (these can be decided at a
later date):









Sushi Central – varieties or sushi and sashimi with Sake served
Wood fire pizza – create your own topping
Veggie Bar – vegan and vegetarian options
Italian Corner – pasta, gnocchi and risotto
Steak House – meats, miniature burgers
Seafood Sensations – salmon, fish, prawns and oysters
Asian Fusion – dumplings, curry, noodles, salads
Indian – tandoori, rice, curries
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Flowers & Décor
Perfectly primped peonies provide the perfect presentation and perfume for your precious
day.
What would a wedding day be without bouquets, candles and sparkle!
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Flowers and Decor – Standard
Due to having a June wedding
in Australia it is not Peony
season and they will need to
be imported from Europe. For
the standard version I propose
a mixed bouquet of flowers
made up of Peonies, greenery
and roses.
To stay within the modern
theme we can use whites,
pinks, peaches and greenery
colours.

As the dinner is an informal style
setup we can offer a simple table
centrepiece on the cocktail
tables.
The flowers used around the
candles will be the same as the
bouquet. The use of roses,
peonies and greenery will not
make the table crowded but add
an elegant touch.
The use of three tiered candles is
a beautiful option to keep in line
with the theme.
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Flowers and Decor – Standard
We can keep the arch flowers
simplistic with just one corner as
the feature.
The arch flowers would be
majority greenery and then we
add one coloured peonies or
multiple coloured peonies.
Otherwise, we can have some
peonies and select another flower
that’s in season.
At the bottom of the arch we can
add simples candle features (see
below example).

If you would like to add your love
of candles into the ceremony, we
can add floating tall vases to the
end of the aisle with flower
petals.
This will add beauty to the main
ceremony. With the candles in
water it will also be safe and you
won’t need to worry about any
mishaps from happening.
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Flowers and Decor – Deluxe
For a deluxe cocktail plate
centrepiece, we can do purely
peonies only in the middle of the
tables.
This can be made up of a mixture
of colours or you can select just
one colour.
The peonies can be presented in
coloured pots or clear vases at
your selection.
Candles can be added underneath
the vases if you would like to add
them into the look.

The bridal bouquet is a main
attraction in your wedding. If
you have the love of peonies
the only option a girl could want
is purely peonies only.
This bouquet can be a mixture
of different peonies or just the
one style.
Varieties of colours available
that we can use are pink, blush,
peach of white or you can miss
matched colours.
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Hanging foliage is now on trend to add
extra character to your venue space.
This can be displayed in a number of
ways such as:
-

Circular
Square
Long rectangular
Random drapery

We can make the foliage up of greenery
and add peonies or just keep it as
greenery only.

For the arch, we can cover the whole
arch and make it consist of flowers and
greenery only.
If the is too much then we can consider
having the flowers in the corners only, or
top corner and some running down the
opposite side.
This look is quite extravagant so I would
not add candles to this look, however, we
definitely can if you would like to have
candles added into the look.
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Transport & Logistics
They say love makes the world go ‘round – and what better example of that than a wedding?
With friends and loved ones coming from far and wide to join your celebration, we’ll take
extra special care to ensure everyone is where they need to be, when they need to be there.
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Bridal Party Transport – Bride & Father
Traditional – Rolls Royce in White
-

Maximum 4 guests in vehicle
Uniformed driver
White only available
Complimentary refreshments
Air conditioning
Large seating and headroom
$605 for three-hour hire

Contemporary – Audi A8
-

$585 for three-hour hire
Driver Included
Black or White available
Maximum 4 guests in vehicle
Rear privacy screens
Heating, cooling and massage seats

Bridal Party Transport – Extended Bridal Party
Traditional –Chrysler Limousine
-

Complimentary champagne
Uniformed driver
13 seats
$669 for three-hour hire
Black and White available

Contemporary – Hummer
-

14 seater
$269 per hour
Multiple colour selection
Driver privacy screen
Cheese platter and nibbles
Carpet for arrival
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Transport Timeline
Party

Arrival time

Via

Groom & Mother of the Bride

2:00 PM

Option 2

Guests arrive

2:15PM - 2:45 PM

-

Groomsmen

2:45 PM

Option 2

Bridesmaids

2:45 PM

Option 2

Bride & Father of the Bride

3:00PM

Option 1
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Stationery
For you it started with “I do” – for your guests it starts with an Invitation.
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Invitations
Required information for invitation:






Address of ceremony and reception
Attendee Name
Invitee Name -? in calligraphy
handwritten
Date
Time

Information Card requirements:








Dress Code
Directions and/or map
Type of reception
Accommodation details
Transport details if required
Theme
Gift details – wishing well

RSVP Card:





Name
Return Address
Number of attendees
Dietary requirements

Envelope:






As requested written is Calligraphy
Guest address
Sender return
Stamped
Colours – Grey, Black, Blush, White
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Stationery Extras













Save the date cards
Thankyou cards
Guest Book
Photo Book
Name cards
Menus
Order of Ceremony
Escort Cards
Table Plans
Table Numbers
Wedding favour tags
Signage
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Photography & Videography
Capture your special moments in photos and film.
Memories made on your special day will be a treasure for you and your partner forever.
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Photographer Option 1 – Tom Hall Photography
Tom is an award winning photographer based in Maleny. He travels all over the world for
photography and has been featured in Daily Mail, Cosmo brides, The Wedding Playbook and
White Magazine.
Tom’s style is to capture every moment throughout the day. He is spontaneous and and likes
to capture every moment. He wants you to feel completely comfortable in your own space.
The moments he will capture will be so your can remember the whole day for every other day
in your lives to come.

Packages start at $6500.
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Photographer – Option 2 – Ben Clark Photography
Ben is a photographer based in Brisbane who has attended over 800 weddings during his
career. He has a passion for creating lasting memories. Real moment, real people and real
emotion.
His aim is to capture your wedding day just the way that you remember it, all the fun,
emotion tears of happiness and tears of joy. He dislikes the thought of hours of posed photos
and aims to capture all the special moments.
Ben has a relaxed nature, loves to hear stories, all the details and looks forward to creating
memories for you.
Ben and his wife Lisa can photograph your wedding together to capture all moments. Ben has
three options in pricing, just Lisa, just himself or both. There is also options based on how
many hours. Base prices start from $6000.
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Videographer – Option 1 – WeddingFlix Studios
WeddingFlix Studios service over 600 clients every year. They
are one of the mist popular wedding videography studios in
Brisbane.

This premium luxe wedding videography studio covers events
both nationally and internationally – and your wedding could
be next! WeddingFlix Studios is renowned for creating high
quality, artistic and emotional wedding videos to look back on
for years to come.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6z9PpQJzwSs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcvsGZIbB0Q

Packages cover just ceremony right through to full day coverage.

See below for details:
Ceremony Only - $990 – Full length ceremony film
6-hour coverage - $1799 – 3-5 minutes highlight film
10-hour coverage - $2499 – 4-6 minutes highlight film
Full Day Coverage - $2799 – 6-8 minutes highlight film

WeddingFlix also provides Cinema Packages ranging from $2795 to $4495 – Cinema
collections are for couples that love that true cinematic movie-feel. This option features 2
videographers.
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Videographer – Option 2 – Aiden Lovett Videography
Aiden Lovett is a Writer, Filmmaker and Producer
based in South East Queensland. Aiden has many
years of experience in Wedding films,
TV commercials, music videos and short films.

When filming weddings Aiden has a very candid and
casual approach, he believes in capturing real moments in
time and making the couple feel as comfortable as
possible, resulting in the rawest and genuine film.

https://vimeo.com/292845092

Aiden offers two packages:
Deluxe - $4000
7 hours of cinematography coverage
6-7 minute film
Short and Sweet – $2800
4 hours of cinematography coverage
3-4 minute film

Extras:
Drone footage - $300

https://vimeo.com/329502891

